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Introduction
The web is filled with educational resources that can be used to bring cyber security to life.
But it can be difficult to know which ones will work well for young learners, and which are
suitable to be delivered virtually in classrooms.

This lesson plan is an example of a high quality cyber security activity suitable for
highschool age students. This activity introduces the topics of digital forensics.

In this activity, pupils step into the shoes of a digital forensics consultancy who have been
employed to find the source of a serious leak at the fictional broadband provider, Tobermory
Telecoms.

The lesson is designed to be delivered within a single school period. This activity may be
used to support the teaching and delivery of learning outcomes for the NPA Cyber Security
qualification.

Daniel Devine
Digital Skills Education
February 2021

How to use this lesson plan
❏ Read through the lesson plan alongside the sample slides, this suggests timings and

talking points.

❏ Adapt the lesson plan and sample slides. Where possible use these notes but you
should also add in your own knowledge and experience.

❏ Practice running through the activity using the lesson plan

Remember, for advice on organising and running this virtual engagement session you should
refer to the Virtual Engagement Best Practice Guide.
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Rh4RITiLTD-KuQWJFJ1I0wITfaybtOfgFzvKJswcNqU/edit?usp=sharing
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https://www.ourskillsforce.co.uk/invest-in-young-people/tech-industry-in-the-classroom


Factsheet
Topics: Cyber Security, Digital Forensics

Target Audience: S1-S4 (ages 11-16) secondary school students.

Target Volunteers: Anyone working in technology with a familiarity with the basics of
cyber security. Background knowledge in forensics is useful but not
required.

Skills Level: Suitable for Beginners.

Need to know: This activity follows the steps a real security team might take when
investigating a data breach.

Preparatory work: 1) Read the Virtual Engagement Best Practice Guide
2) Follow the activity by yourself
3) Customise your session

Required equipment: Projector screen for slides

Websites required: N/A

The context: “A telecoms provider has suffered from a serious data breach exposing
the details of thousands of customers. Your job is to investigate how it
happened.”

Hints for on the day: Impart your own experience, if you’ve encountered something similar,
say so! Share your anecdotes.
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Lesson Plan

Time

Digital Forensics Activity
Volunteer:
Teacher:

Sample Slides:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Rh4RITiLTD-KuQWJFJ1I0wIT
faybtOfgFzvKJswcNqU/edit?usp=sharing

Hook

2

Make sure to include:
● Your name and how you’d like to be addressed
● Where you are calling from
● What your role is (a brief description of what you do)
● Who you work for and what the company does

“Hello, I’m Andrew McLeish. Today you can call me Andy. I’m joining you
today from our office in Linlithgow. I am a digital forensics analyst at
Fair Isle Forensics, we’re a company that helps people recover deleted
files from smartphones, tablets, and computers. Sometimes we work
with businesses who need to recover documents they’ve accidentally
deleted, sometimes we work with companies who have suffered from
cyber attacks to identify how they happened.”

“Today you’re going to become digital detectives and see how you can
use your digital skills to work out how a data leak happened. Our
activity is based on a real-life job role, a digital forensics analyst.”

“You’re also going to get the chance to ask me any questions about my
role as Digital Forensics Analyst working at Fair Isle Forensics.”

Engage

5

Give a short, 2-3 slide, presentation on the area and what you do. Think
about what context the learners might need for the activity - in this case
linking it to the need to work digital evidence.

Use the question in the slide to prompt discussion:
“Are deleted files gone forever?”

As part you this section you could:
● Talk about a task you do at work
● Ask the pupils a question
● Discuss a relevant recent news story

Explore

2
Introduce the activity:

***play the video***
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Tobermory Telecom are investigating a "potentially significant data
breach" on their website.

The phone and broadband provider, which has over one hundred and
fifty thousand customers, said banking details and personal
information could have been accessed.

Tobermory Telecom said potentially all customers could be affected but
it was too early to know what data had been stolen.

A cyber criminal group known as the so-called Balamory Warriors have
claimed responsibility for the leak.

Tobermory Telecoms are unable to establish who is responsible at this
stage.

Your job today is to help investigate how the leak happened.

There’s three things to find out:
1) Is the leak genuine?
2) How serious is it?
3) Who is responsible?

Hope you’re ready!

10

Is the leak genuine?
We need to know whether the leaked database is real, or if it was made
up to make the hacker group look good.

We've been supplied with a copy of the leaked database for
investigation.

You can have a look at the entire leaked file here. Here's a screenshot of
what the leaked database looks like. Each line contains details for one
customer.”

***show screenshot of the file***

Let's look at the structure of the leaked database file. We want to check
if it is structured in the same way as the real Tobermory Telecoms
database. This will help us verify if the Balamory Warriors have really
stolen our data.

Here's what we expect a real record to look like:

***show sample genuine customer record***

Here’s one of the leaked records:

***show comparison of genuine and leaked record***

Do they look the same?
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***vote, then discuss each field***

Definitely looks like it matches!

One more thing, let's check what software was used to create both files.
Tobermory Telecoms uses an old version of MySQL, 5.1.73.

The first line of the file contains information about how the database
was created, including the software type and version number.

***show leaked database***
***ask learners what version of MySQL was used***

This isn't looking good. The version numbers match too. It seems likely
the leaked file is genuine.

***real life experiences?***

The next step is to establish how serious this is. Tobermory Telecoms
will need to alert the authorities, and any affected customers to let
them know this has happened.

5

How serious is it?
One of the first things we do in digital forensics is to assess the
evidence we are working with.

Let’s assess how bad this is. Does the database contain any personal
information? Take a moment to look at the different information stored
in a customer's record.

Personally identifiable information is anything that could be used to
identify a specific customer within the database. For example, their
name or customer ID.

Which of these are likely to be pieces of personally identifiable
information?

***show sample record***

How about the size? How many customers are affected? Let's see how
many records the leaked database contains.

***show bottom of file***
***ask pupils how many records that means***

I can reveal that Tobermory Telecoms supplies 1500 customers! So it’s
a significant proportion of them.

A breach of this nature needs to be reported to the authorities and the
Information Commissioner. We should probably tell the National Cyber
Security Centre too, maybe other networks have also been targeted.
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***add own experience***

5

Who is responsible?
Most data breaches are caused by humans, who either do something
by accident (for example lose a USB stick or leave a laptop unattended)
or sometimes it’s a rogue employee - someone who works at the
company and wants to harm the business. We call this an insider
threat.

***Ask class why an employee might want to harm the business they
work for and discuss, give some examples?***

The Tobermory Telecoms servers are set up in a way that logs every
time a file is downloaded or opened by an employee. This is very
common in large organisations. This is great for us, as it acts as a trail
of evidence.

Here’s an extract from the log file on the week the data breach
happened. We think the data breach happened on Thursday evening.

***show DB access log file***
***ask pupils for the username of the very last person to view or edit

the database in that timeframe***

Very interesting. The username dse5462 was the last account to
access the database file.

It looks like they’ve downloaded it. Who is associated with the
username dse5462? I’ll contact HR and get a name!

***Pretend to call HR. ‘Learn’ that the account was deactivated.***

It turns out that the account dse5462 was deactivated the same week
as the incident, which explains why it’s no longer in the staff directory.

Let’s look at the HR records.

***show and read the dismissal letter***

That sounds aggressive! We should look into this further. Here’s her
mailbox. Do any of the messages look suspicious?

***show inbox, let pupils realise there is nothing suspicious***

Hmm, doesn't look dodgy. Should we look at any other folders?

***show outbox***
***ask if pupils want to look in more detail at a particular email and

show it (drop@balamorywarriors.com)***

Ahah! We found it! There’s our database, and it was sent directly to the
cyber criminal gang. Rookie mistake.
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***discuss how traceable everything is at work, own experience***

Well done, you’ve solved it together! We checked whether it was
genuine, we checked how serious it was, then we followed the evidence
to find our culprit. These are the same steps that real forensic analysts
would follow on a real case.

Involve

10 Q&A with the class. The teacher will relay questions to you.

Common Questions and sample answers:
“How much do you get paid?”

“People working in Digital Forensics on average get paid around
£25,000 a year when they start. With experience, you can earn
£30,000 to £45,000 a year. Analysts can earn up to £80,000 in
more senior roles.”

“Do you only work with the police?”
“No, usually I work with businesses who have accidentally
deleted files or think they have suffered from a cyber crime. I only
sometimes work with the police. The police also employ a lot of
digital forensics workers.”

“Where can I study digital forensics?”
“There are different options, some universities have degrees in
digital forensics, but there are also modern and graduate
apprenticeships. Studying cyber security is a good start. I went to
Abertay University and studied computer science, then changed
job roles after a few years at my previous company.”

“What school subjects should I pick?”
“People in cyber security have a wide range of backgrounds.
Computing is probably the most important subject. Maths and
Physics are useful too.”

Link what you say to everyday life, make it relatable to the learners.
Share your experience, you can give so much more than generic career
information.

Sustain

2 ● Visit the Digital World website
(https://www.digitalworld.net/cyber-security-careers)

● Play more Cyber Skills Live activities
● Does your company have any outreach planned?
● Teachers: register for next event
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